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Two photos that look the same . . . but seven things in them are different! Can you spot them all

Includes a riddle on each spread and extra items to spot throughout. The activity of comparing the

two photos develops tracking and differentiation skills and visual memory, all important

developmental skills for this age group.
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Kindergarten-Grade 2â€”Busy, colorful photographed scenes constructed with plastic toy animals

distinguish this puzzle book. Each spread has facing pages that are almost mirror images, except

for seven subtle differences among them, which readers are invited to find. Each scene also

presents a riddle, the answer to which is one of the items pictured on the spread. The creative,

colorful pictures and the challenge of finding differences and particular items make this book

constructive fun for prereading practice as well as sheer entertainment. Children who enjoy Jean

Marzollo's "I Spy" series (Scholastic) will like this book, too.â€”Lynda Ritterman, Atco Elementary

School, NJ Copyright Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved.

One of the things that I like about Spot 7 Animals is that it can easily hold the interest of a young

preschooler (with mom's help) on up to an older elementary student. For my son who just turned

three, I let him find things at my direction, "Where's the horse?" or I can challenge him to "Count the

balloons."My 8 1/2 year old daughter can take advantage of the unique twist in the Spot 7 series.



Each two page spread has the same colorful picture, but with seven differences. As the back cover

says, "Two photos that look the same. . . but seven things in them have changed! Can you spot

them all?" In the back of the book, there are even hints as to where to find the differences when

they get stuck, so the child can take pride in being able to handle the whole activity themselves.In

spite of the suggested age range in the listing, my younger child has enjoyed this a lot. The colors

are simple and bright (not as "cluttered" as an I Spy book), but an older elementary child who is a

fan of the seek and find books will enjoy the new "find the differences" challenge.
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